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One of !he disagreements between American 
Buddhologists and Japanese Buddhist 

scholars is how !he origin of Mahayana should be 
dated. This is crucial enough to a number of 
scholars on opposite sides of !he Pacific, because 
!here is still a shared assumption !hat what is good 
and true lies in !he origin. Mahayanists might not 
accept !hat value judgment so long and still being 
championed by !he PAii scholars. (They usually 
point to !he belatedness of Plili canonization such 
!hat a number of Mahayana sutras might be seen 
as being contemporanecus wi!h !he P§li materi
als.) But among Mahayanists, !here is still !he old 
concern !hat one's favorite Mahayana text might 
not be ancient enough. Buddhas should be ancient 
(ku-fo), so Tru!h should be old, especially in a 
climate where innovation might be charged to 
being a heresy and not !he word of !he Buddha, 
buddhavacana. 

Since most Western scholars would 
follow Edward Conze in regarding !he A~IB
saharikl-prajMJWami18-SiilrB to be !he first of 
Mahayana sutras, !hose of !he Pure Land fai!h, 
following !he Sukhlva/Ivyiiha corpus, are some
what anxious to date !hese as old if not even older 
!han !he A~IB. Thus, it is common practice in 
Japan to consider !he Pure Land sutras to belong 
to !he period of the "Early Mahayana Sutras" -
meaning, works from the first century B.C.E. to 
the first century C.E. or before !he time of 
N~g§rjuna. Diligent Pure Land scholars would go 
even further. Fujita KOtatsu would even labor to 
push the Pure Land faith in some seminal form to 
!he primitive days of Buddhism itself. 

But is this !he only way or even !he 
proper way to respond to !he modernist require
ment to date scriptures so exactly in terms of 
relative priority? Is the time-scale of modern man 
the infallible standard to measure o!her temporal 
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horizons in o!her times and o!her faiths? Are there 
not presumptions about history and ideclogy !hat 
need to be placed in the open for a fairer critique 
so !hat we do not unknowingly free ourselves from 
one dogma only to fall into ano!her? This essay 
will address some of these issues, especially the 
issue of !he origin of the Pure Land faith and 
secondarily the issue of !he "historicity" - the 
usual Christian critics will say "ahistoricity" - of 
Amil§bha himself. 

A FLAW IN TIlE WESTERN THESIS 

If the Japanese Buddhist scholars can be 
faulted for always retrojecting !heir sectarian 
traditions to the founding days of Mahayana -
such that, by a miraculous count of sorts, we have 
usually as many streams of Mahayana as there are 
!he standard schools (a SukhavalTvyuha corpus, a 
Saddharmapul)clarika corpus, an Avatal!1saka 
[Da§abhiimika) corpus, alongside the Prajna:
p§rami~ corpus) - the Western Buddhologists 
may err in so single-mindedly fOCUSing only on 
!he last set. 

The tru!h is that Mahayana was never a 
single or even a homogencous movement, but a 
number of cults coexisting at !he same time, some 
of which developed into !he Far Eastem schools as 
we know it now while some never did or simply 
disappeared from history. It was never a matter of 
a Four (corpera) or a One (single genesis). Since 
it is not possible to attend to the Many, I shall fall 
back out of expediency in this essay to speak of a 
Pure Land tradition as one stream distinct from the 
tradition of the Prajilap§rarni~ in order to make 
a case for looking to an inspiration which I tenta
tively call "avacmna-viida." In !his way, we may 
identify a different line of development leading to 
!he rise of Mahayana 
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The Conze thesis that Mahayana 
emerged with theA,fta is not incorrect. It is correct 
in that ~ta reveals the origin of the self
conscious ylna. (vehicle) which knew and called 
itself Mahayana. This wisdom (prajM) text 
coined the tenn "Mahayana" to characterize its 
bodhisattvaylna.. (The IelI1I "bodhisaltvayfna" 
was already known in the seclarian Buddhist 
cirele as onc of the three ylnss or vehicles. The 
wisdom text actually used a more unique IelI1I 
"maMsattvsi' [great being) or its compound 
"maMsattva bodhisattva" to characterize its he
roic ideal.) To contrast itself with the two other 
ylnss it sought to displace, it called the 
§dvaksylna. and pratyekabuddhsylna "Hina
yana" If we are interested in the genesis of 
Mahayana as the genesis of a self-conception 
called Mahayana, then indeed the A~/JJ is the 
earliest of Mahayana text. 

The problem is whether that criterion, 
one favored naturally by people who worle on 
texts - philologists who pour over the use of 
words - is the only criterion we can use. Philol<>
gists have the idea that everybody else should be 
philologists and, even more inappropriately, that 
the Buddhists whose II1Idition they study should 
also be people who have nothing less than a good 
and consistent sense in their use of words. The 
lauer assumption is simply unreasonable and 
untrue to human reality. Academics might have to 
dot every j and cross every t but only the very 
creda\ ofreligioos-and even lherein, only those 
guardians of creeds - would insist that salvation 
be based on a very exact use of words and 
concepts. 

An analogy might help to clarify this. 
There were Bostonians in Boston before there was 
the charier to create the Commonwealth of Mas
sachusetts. There were people from the Old World 
in America who were acting already like a people 
of a new land before the signing of the Declara
tion of Independence. It is textually correct, and 
in the practice of a History of Ideas, only too 

proper to date the birth of a self-conscious entity 
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called the United Slates of America with that de
claration. But there is no reason to presume that a 
Thomas Jefferson is a different man before and 
after the ink was dry. Only a very legalistic 
defmition of America - when and where such 
legality is proper - would be right in insisting on 
that divide. Otherwise, any responsible history of 
the United Slates would have to include all the 
important goings on since the Pilgrims landed on 
the Rock. 

To date the genesis of Mahayana by the 
date of the A,f/JJ is a legalist's dating, which is 
doubly questionable. Unlike the Declaration oCIn
dependence, we do not have a date on the docu
ment, we do not even have the fust wriuen manu
script of said text that presumably was just orally 
IIlIDSmiUed at one point. Nothing is perfect in his
toriography, so it is perfectly legitimate to do the 
best with what we have. We can still accept with 
some leeway (a century or two off if need be) the 
dating Conze would see for the A~/8. and see it as 
the charter of Mahayana independence from the 
Old Country, the old sectarian Buddhist landscape 
now called JIinayana 

This does not mean the ideas making up 
this Mahayanist declaration - concepts like 
Jilnya13, prapallca, bodhisattva, etc. - did not 
have a prehistory like "libeny, equality" (if not 
exactly the legal freedom to pursue happiness) had 
a prehistory. The prehistory of those concepts 
have been lIlICed back to the sectarians, especially 
to their abhidhannas, and II1Iced back so well that 
if there is any faul~ it is the fault of excess, i.e., of 
reducing Mahayana to especially the MaM
sattghika school as if one is only the natural out
growth of lhe other. That is not entirely correct for 
it would fail to locate the items that account for the 
discontinuity. It is like nostalgic Englishman 
seeing America as an extension of its empire, an 
old colony that "just happened" to get a bit out of 
hand. But what that catalytic element responsible 
for the break of Mahayana is something better left 
for another occasion to ponder_ Old assumptions 
there need to be questioned, too. 
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Our more immediate problem is this: we 
do not know who signed the ~/B 's declaration of 
independence. We do not know what particular 
community supported this break. We still are 
divided on the geographical location of this tnldi
tion - is it better placed in Northwest India, or in 
South India. What is inferable and educational is 
that it is recognized by the tnldition as a "local" 
tnldition, one that became "para-local" (spreading 
north/south, east!west) only in time, such that 
what we now sometimes simplistically called a 
single Mahayana movement is a result of the slow 
spread of this A$/B gospel and its gradual assimi
lation of, as well as by, other coexisting cults and 
"proto-Mahayana" tnlditions such that in time a 
certain consensus of people calling themselves 
Mahayanists did rise. (There is no reason to 
assume that the message got to everyone or that 
everyone felt obliged to decide one way or the 
other.) 

To extend our analogy: this declaration 
of independence came, as it were, not out of some 
thirteen New England states who decided to call 
themselves the United States of America. One 
state, the one with the A$/B identity, somewhere 
decided to call itself the Great Vehicle (Maha
yana) and dissociated itself from the Small Ve
hicle (Hinayana) and the idea caught on in some 
other states who joined the bandwagon, even 
though it is entirely possible thal many of those 
communities were not founded on the A$/ll prin
ciple. The end result is a hotch-potch, not really 
very united, Mahayana front that gives the sem
blance -especially to the recipients of this mixed 
bag, i.e., the Chinese - that there is one entity 
called "Mahayana." The Chinese ended up trying 
to make sense of the Unity-in-the-Diversity in 
their p'an-chiao (tenet classifying) system. The 
West just more recently was exposed to this wave 
of religion, had some hard time figuring out how 
it can be so divelSified, and, blessed (or cursed) by 
its insistence on a neat Objective history, is trying 
now to fmd its own way to a not-so-organic clas
sification of the tenets. It is only that the West gen-
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ecal1y still often operaleS on a unilatera1 model of 
Mahayana genesis and cannot get away from the 
idea of dating the rise of a singular Mahayana in 
the A$/B. 

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW: 
A MULTICENTERED GENESIS 

To give the A$/B such prominence is to 
tilt the ba1ance of Mahayana in favor of gnosis, 
prajfll, wisdom. UndelStandable for academics 
who love to work with ideas, it is not that under
standable for the common folk. (Pardon the inten
tional ovelSimplification; in a different contex!, I 
will as readily correct myself.) To the extent that 
the PrIljfllparamit6 is anti-intellectual, it is de
pendent on the excess intellectualism it perceives 
in the target of its criticism. Whether this new 
gnosis is anti-intellectual or anti-intellect - if I 
may so borrow from Merton White who distin
guishes the former from the latter by noting how 
the anti-intellectual is still an intellectual whereas 
the other is plainly iconoclastic - it is reacting to 
the intelleclualism in their opponents. 

It is true that the early PrajfJIfplIramit6 
corpus was not as much concerned with critiquing 
the details of abhidhanna as the latter ones closer 
in time to (or possibly even influenced by) 
NagAljuna, an anti-intellectual more than he was 
anti-intellect, but that increase in anti
abhidhannic polemics can simply be credited to a 
parallel increase in time of abhidhannic scholas
tics in the sectarian cin:le. In short, light or heavy 
in dosage, abhidharma constituleS the presupposi
tion in the rise of the ~iinyavfda critique. Before 
there was the realism of the fonner, there would 
be no need for the negative critique of the latter. 
To declare as empty the Four Noble Truths when 
the historical Buddha just fmished preaching them 
is unthinkable, out of place, and serves no pur
pose. The relative dating of the realist and the 

negativist tnlditions here lends support to this 
thesis. 
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It is believed lhat unlike lhe first schism 
at lhe Second Council a hundred year.> after the 
Buddha's parinirvfI;l8, the later sub-schisms 
wilhin lhe Therawda and the Mahi!satlghika 
wings were along abhidluumic lines. Developed 
out of the mll(kllists used in memorizing teach
ings of the Buddhas (by numbers), the abhi
dluuma - the lhird and latest basket in the Pilli 
canon - is a meta-reflective system developed 
after King Moka. Imperial patronage at endowed 
temples made such learning possible and indi
rectly fostered the further schisms among the sec
tarians. The rise of the Prajfl§plramirA has to fur
ther postdate this. I would associate this with the 
resurgence/protest of the forest-dweller tradition, 
symbolized by Subhiiti - the lover of mountain 
and lakes made Ibe hero in the new corpus- but 
it will lake more time and work to prove Ibis. 
Minus Ibat sociological correlate (forest-dwell ing 
Subhiiti against village-serving Sariputra) which 
is my lhesis, Emst Troeltsch' s characterization of 
lhe "mystic" has already pointed to the same di
rection. The radical, religious individualist often 
dialectically lives off the very mainline tradition 
(the "church" type) he consciously antagonizes. 
In short, man opts for the irrational only as man 
becomes overly rational. And conscientious 
monks escaped to the forest in noticeable numbers 
only when the village monastery had become too 
worldly under Mokan patronage. 

How true that is may be open for debate. 
The point we want to make lies somewhere else. 
ThePrajM tradition belongs to a sub-strand in the 
development of the Dharma side of lhe Buddha
Dharma equation. The /xxlhisallvaylna rose 
consciously out of a definition of lhe Dhanna and 
prided itself specifically in the new wisdom of 
Emptiness captured in the key slogan in the new 
corpus of work as the gift of anutpallika-dharms
k$hJli. A1lhough Ibat line of development is very 
important, because only wilh a new Dluuma could 
a new set of sutras (one distinct from the su
tradhanna of the Theravildins) appear, it is not the 
only line possible. With the mark of a (Mahayana) 
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Dharma, Mahayana could declare its independ
ence from the old canon or Tripitaka. But this in 
Ibe end is only one of two major lines of develop
ment. 

SEPARATE DEVELOPMENTS OF TWO 
SEPARATE JEWELS 

The second line of development is fo
cused on Ibe Buddha. instead of having sutras 
taught by the Buddha, it claims at nrst only non
sutric (paracanonical) leaching about the Buddha 
- the stories of his past lives or prebirths. More 
of a folk origin though no doubt edited by some 
custodian of learning, these stories were attributed 
to being also words of the Buddha, buddhavacana, 
because in theory only the Buddha could have 
recalled his past lives and have them told to his 
following. The jltaicas still stand in ambivalence 
to the proper buddhavacana of the sutra basket in 
lhe PAli canon. 

The term avadlna is an extension of the 
term jlI/aka. JlItakas tell of the past lives of lhe 
Buddha when he was a wisdom seeker, bodhi
sat/va. A vadanas tell of other past lives of other 
Buddhas such as the Six Past Buddhas and the 
Future Buddha Maiueya already admiUed into the 
TheravAda count of Buddhas. Being focused on 
the Buddha and not the Dharma, Bvadlinas are not 
known for their philosophical sophistication. All 
the Buddhas listed above tend to be born son of 
kings (cakravartin for Maitreya), princes among 
men who left home, sat under a bodhi tree (a 
nwnbcr of species are available), and gained en
lightenment into the Four Noble Truths, the Eight 
Noble Paths, and the Twelve Chains of Causation. 
Early Buddhology has Buddhas virtual clones of 
one another. The Buddhas also tended to teach 
men like Ibose who followed Siikyamuni, i.e., 

kfvakas who would later become arhats. 
Maitreya's "threefold assembly" under the NAga 
Flower Tree are kfvakas. 

Because this avadana tradition centered 
on the Buddha jewel was developing outside the 
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Tripitaka proper and because it was not enticed at 
flISt into new abhidharmic reflections or anti
abhidhannic polemics, we do not see in the early 
examples of this genre the mention of the higher 
teachings of bodhisattvayina, §iinyal4, anulpal
lika-dharma-~Ii. Lying outside of sectarian 
Buddhism proper, these early rexts do not even 
know themselves as - if they were ever indeed 
destined to become - part of the eventual Maha
yana corpus. Maitreya is one example of a figure 
that is ambivalent. He barely appears in the Pni 
canon; he has a more developed mythology in the 
Mah!isaJ\ghika and the norlhwesrem SarvlistivAda 
marerial. He is to be a Hinayana carryover into 
larer Mahayana. 

When bodhisallva-avadinas are told of 
Buddhas not admitred in the TheravAda count, 
Buddhas like Ak~bhya and later Amillibha, we 
can be sure that they would not make the sectarian 

Dharma Buddha 

t t 
sutra j!ilaka 

t t 
abhidharma avadina 

t t 
A~ta PPS other 

vaipulya 

canon, but we should not assume that they belong 
from the Slar\ to the so-called Mahayana school. 
Neither the Ak~bhya Siilra nor the Shorter 
Sukh5vauvyilha (Amillibha, Pure Land) Siilra 
knew or used the term Mahayana to designate 
itself. Neither bothered with teaching Emptiness. 
~bhya still teaches basically IIinayana teach
ing and his Pure Land i~ still a monastic paradise 
for ascetics. Its subsequent development will be 
discussed later. 
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The picture we see emerging in this 
discussion is that we have to count at least two 
strands toward the future Mahayana: the Dhar
maeentric and the Buddhaeentric. The Dhar
maeentric broke away consciously from the sec
tarians with the A$/IJ, and coined a new identity 
called Mahayana The Buddhaeentric, some of 
which were already nonsectarian, only joined or 
were recruired into Mahayana later. The indicator 
of when they came into the Mahayana circle of in
fiuence, if I may follow Shizulani Masao' s thesis, 
lies at "what point their avadina lirerature (now 
called sutras) include the self~esignare 'Maha
yana' and the teaChing of the anulpaltika-dharma
k$inli formula" 

THE DISTINCfIVENESS OF THE 
AMITABHA VISION 

To be exact, we have to divide the 
Buddhacentric line into two: that developing out 
of ~Akyamuni and that developing out of Buddhas 
other than ~akyamuni. The line developing from 
SAkyamuni relied first on the relic cult for an 
emblem of the Buddha. Tbe persisrence of the 
Buddha Jewel was seen in the sliipa itself. It is 
from this line that the Lolus Siilra the Saddharma
pUTJr)anka would rise in time. 

This sutra glorifies the continual exis
renee of SID<yamuni beyond his parinirvllna (now 
declared a charade) and turned the Buddha sliipa 
with its transferable merits or gU1Jas into the 
hypostatic Buddha known as Prabhutaratna, the 
Buddha of Many Jewels or Abundant Treasures. 
The name describes not just the adornment lav
ished on the sliipa but also the superior status of 
the Buddha Jewel and the salviIic power assigned 
to its Treasure Store. Though with ancient mate
rials (that predared the A$/11), the Lolus Sulra as 
sutra (claiming now the Buddha as the True 
Dharma, saddharma, for its being a sutra) crystal
lized only after the A$/11 had championed Maha
yana and stirred up the conflict then between 
Mahayana and Hinayana. Witnessing the tension 
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driven into that three ylna divide, theLo/uscalled 
for a compromise - a union of the Three Vehicle 
underits own Buddhayllna label oCa One Vehicle, 
or EkayAna. Though cognizanl of the Emptiness 
doctrine, this sucra, lilce any good mythopoeic 
avslMna scripture, has actually Iiule use of Emp-
tiness. 

But contemporaneously there was an
other line of svslMna developing, one that is nOl 
dependent on the relic cult and with no particular 
investment in sliipas - because they were not 
centered on the historical Buddha that passed 
away. We cannot even be sure of their sectarian 
or nonsectarian affiliation. The worshippers at the 
s/Upa of ~likyamuni could still be counted as the 
"sons of the ~likya clan." (From that came the 
notion, I believe, of lIIe buddha-golIa [one be
longing to lIIe Buddha clan] later called the Bud
dha-nature in all sentient beings.) But followers of 
Buddhas other than ~aJcyarnuni are strictly speak
ing not even in lIIeSlkya lineage offollowers. To 
lIIe extent lllat the sectarian canon would not 
admit of these other Buddhas (than the set they 
have), it is not even sme how the followers of 
Ak$Obhya and Amilibha and a host of other 
Buddhas and crasmundane bodhisauvas were 
related to the sectarians. 

What is sure, however, is that the 
Ak$Obhya cradition is very early. It has to predate 
lIIe Nf.B to the extent that the presenl A~!a already 
aclcnowledges the existence of this Buddha. And 
again, as Shizulalli has done, considering the very 
early date when some of these avadina type of 
sucras were translated into Chinese, the genre has 
to predate the rise of the A~f.B. It is not hard to 
imagine how lIIese other Buddhas rose. The 
TheravIDla cradition has already accepted lIIe 
count of six past Buddhas just as the Jain has a 
similar count of Past Jinas. That seems to be an 
astrological count. Maitreya symbolizing the vir
ble of me/Ia is the Friendly One to come in lIIe 
future. Some time after King Moka, the calegory 
of pralyekabuddha was created to handle, as lIIe 
old thesis would say, the reality of other enlight-
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ened masters in India - men not of the 
~aJcyarnuni lineage though. So it is very plausible 
lllat the same cognizance was given to other 
Buddhas (beyond the six) in time past and to other 
Buddhas, (coexisting in the Present) inhabiting 
different worlds in the various directions of the 
universe. Many of these transmundane Buddhas 
seem to be hypostases of the samecoreofEnlight
enment that visited upon Slikyarnuni. Amitabha as 
Eternal Life (AmilAyus) is lIIe concretization of a 
hope lllat an enlightened Buddha would live on for 
great length of time instead of disappearing after 
forty years as ~lkyamuni has done. Amitabha of 
Eternal Light can well be, Zoroastrian allegations 
aside, the Light Eternal of the essence of enlight
enment itself and so on. 

The production of avadinas, past life 
histories, for lIIese Buddhas has already been 
perfected in lIIe Buddha-jlltakas, in which the past 
lives of other players in the Buddha's drama (such 

Buddha other Buddhas 

+ + 
s/upa no relic 

+ 
no s/iipa 

• buddha- bodhisattva-
jiltaka avalMnas 

~ + 
Saddharma- Ak~obhya. 
pW;J(Iariks- AmilAbha, 

siilIa etc. 
siilIa 
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as Ananda) has also been worked out. 
MoggaJIw's tragic death requires a relrojection 
of a karmic cause. I(j§yapa's leadership role in 
preserving the Dhanna till the arrival of Mailreya 
had 10 be dramatized. And prophetic Iiterature
the vySla1raQB assurance rendered by the Buddha 
to men and gods about their future fate - has 
b1tored the imagination of the followers of these 
olher transhistorical Buddhas. It is not likely that 
Ihese followers were totally separate from the 
sectarian circles per se. It is more likely that 
certain sectors of the general body of the people 
following SlIkyamuni had, on the side, perhaps in 
certain localities, confraternaI ties to cults of other 
Buddhas perceived as teaching the same (Hina
yanist) trulh as Slikyamuni himself. The cult drew 
its strength not from relic worship but the spirilUal 
space (land of bliss) they were seen to have created 
for their own self-enjoyment as well as Ihe enjoy
ment of those who wish to join Ihem in their 
domain. 

Such cults were already flourishing be
fore the rise of the ~{B, and the rise of the new 
banner called "Mahayana mah5sallva" or 
"bodhissltvayma." The A${B tapped into one such 
cult, that of ~hya. There is a conDation of the 
bodhisattva-oo-the-way and the accomplished
transmundane-bodhisattva ideals. Though the 
Dharmacentric and the Buddhacentric lines were 
ideally separate and strucb!rally distinct, there 
was as much traffic going back from the latter to 
the former. In the Larger SukhlIvatIvyiiha Sutra 
we see the inclusion of the self-label Mahayana 
and the Emptiness philosophy. (Even so, the 
blending of Birih in Pure Land as a Non-Birih is 
something achieved more in the commentary tra
dition, by Vasubandhu if the work as auributed to 
him can be seen as an authentic Sanskrit work at 
one point- but definitely in the writings ofT'an
luan in whom wisdom and faith became one.) 

There is no reason, therefore, not to 
consider the SukhlIvatIvyiiha, or Amitabha, tradi
tion as an early tradition. Though the A$!B still re
tains the claim to being the first Mahayana sutra 

Tht: Pacific Wood II 

(what Shizulani calls the shoki daijD, early Ma
hayana, tradition), there are reasons to postulate 
an earlier proto-Mahayana phase (genshi daij(Jj . 
The term proto-Mahayana might be misleading, 
since it could suggest that the seminal elements of 
Mahayana were already present in this stage. So 
perhaps it is best to caJI it "trans- or nonsectarian," 
movements that were present within the sectarian 
Buddhist circle and cutting across them all (as in 
the trans-sectarian ur-Lo/us tradition), or move
ments lhat lie officially outside the sectarian 
canon and probably were more regionalized (such 
as the cult of ~hya and Amitabha). These 
very early movements recruited themselves into 
or are recruited into the then expanding Mahayana 
bodhisallvaylina circle so that today it is custom
ary to consider them fully Mahayana - despite 
the fact that some of their earliest texts were pre
Maha-yana in both date and ideology. 

CONCLUSION 

Intellectuals and anti-intellectuals have 
dominated the underslanding and self-under
slanding of traditions, past and present But Ihe 
Dharmic palh is not the only palh; the Dharma is 
nOl the only Jewel. Now, as then, we need as much 
attention on myths, the poeuy of jlIWcas and the 
imaginativeness of the avatUnas. Man does not 
live by bread alone. Man is not liberated simply by 
gnosis either. The language of faith, the narrative 
of personalities, is as much, if not in the long run, 
the more influential of communications. The Pure 
Land tradition has from the beginning relied on 
that personalist vocabulary, not the analysis of ele
ments of reality (dharmas) nor their destruction 
(by fiinya) . Study of Mahayana genesis to date in 
the West has been biased toward the history of 
ideas and therefore not enough attention has been 
paid 10 the rich vocabulary of the avadlinas. 

The Japanese scholars have paid some 
attention to this whole tradition of selSuwa 
bungaku. or avadana narrative literature. And 
even here perhaps more by literary historians and 
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folklorists than by B uddhologists per se. Yet the 
line of this tradition cuts through all time, from the 
early jltakas, through the medieval collection of 
miracle stories of the Lotus Sulni or the Ojl5den 
(Birth in Pure Land) tales in the Amilabha tradi
tion, down to the sMnindcnand the myOki1ninden 
and the testimonials of faith in our time. Deemed 
secondary literature, they are seldom put on par 
with the creeds and the dogmas of the tradition. 
Perhaps that bias should be reversed, because the 
Su:/cMvativyiiha corpus - if we put away our in
tellectual eyeglasses for a while - has less to do 
with creed and dogma, Emptiness and dialectics, 
and more with the expression of simple human 
hope and divine compassion, the soul of the best 
of the setsuwa faith literature in any period of 
history. 

As a last note, in this essay I have fol· 
lowed the modem historian's criterion in trying to 
set the Pure Land genre in historical time. I will 
try in the near future to deconstruct the sense of 
history and auempt a recovery of the sense of the 
timelessness that is an attribute of Amiliibha 
himself in an article tentatively titled "The Chris
tian Myth of History, the Buddhist History of 
Myth." 
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